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I Feel Pretty, Oh, So Pretty!
Henry can say
that with some
justification!
But not everyone
arrives feeling
that way...

Poor Florence was grabbed by
a big dog and ragged so hard
the top of her scalp almost
came away. Thankfully, a
major stitching-up job and
hefty antibiotics put her on the
road to recovery, although
she’s always going to have an
odd squint.
Florence
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COCO
A victim of more direct cruelty, seven
week old Coco had been shot in the
head with an air gun. Luckily, the
shot had glanced across her skull
bone and lodged in the back of
her neck, barely below the surface.
Even so, she arrived with massive
infection to the wound and suffering
with frequent fits until our vet
operated to remove the pellet.

Coco

In situations like these we get our
own back in the only way we can.

TARA
No-one meant for this to happen.
She’d got herself into a tar pit on
a coal depot and it took several
sessions of careful bathing, snipping
and trimming to get the tacky tar
off her legs, tail, paws, throat and
tummy. We had little choice but to
call her Tara. She was lucky. If she’d
been a boy we’d have called him
Tarquin!

It’s almost impossible to prove who
did this, but if we don’t know WHO
they are, we know WHERE they are
and a specially prepared leaflet
warning local people some cowboy
was out there; their pets weren’t
safe; and offering £1000 reward for
information leading to a conviction
goes through every letterbox
including that of the culprit.
We find the fear of a neighbour
looking for easy reward money
usually prevents the same thing
happening again...

They needn’t
worry.
Like all the 220+ cubs
we’ve so far rescued
this season – over
a period of just 15
weeks – they’ll all
end up pretty...

Tara

THERE’S MORE!
Harry was the very first of the year.
Another not so pretty lad, he had, like
Florence, been bitten and ragged by
a dog causing muzzle damage and
the loss of an ear. This has given him a
slightly thuggy appearance, though
he’s actually quite sweet tempered.
Over the following few days, we
admitted Cuckoo, Dawn and Agatha,
who’ve become something of an
item. Here are the terrible trio with the
mischievous Dawn being interrogated
by the others over a missing chicken
thigh. They’ll never make her talk!

Cuckoo teaching Dawn a lesson

The Rackets
Then our first two litters arrived; The
Lavender Hill Mob, born under
a ramshackle shed that was
demolished over their heads, causing
the vixen to abandon them; and The
Garage Band, who were discovered
by chance during clearance of
rubbish from a disused garage. Given
their poorly condition, we doubt their
mother had been around for a few
days so they were a lucky find.
Then there was Orchard, Franco, The
Rackets (from Wimbledon, of course)
and The Drainiacs, a trio that had
been a quartet and were very nearly

Franco, Orchard & Harry
just a pair after they were found in a
flooded drain, with one cub drowned
and another very close to drowning.
Unknown to the restauranteurs, The
Sushi Sisters were born in the roof
space above the dining room and
the first they knew about it was when
two cubs fell through the thin ceiling.
We would have liked to reunite them
with the vixen but she was quickly off
and running, taking her remaining
cubs to a more secure eating place!
Biggles came from Spitfire Road,
Cheese and Pickle were rescued

in Sandwich and The Nettles were
caught in garden netting. Rollo was
a nutter! Pike still IS a nutter! Bear
is almost black and Tailor is almost
white. They’ll all even out in
the end...

The Lavender Hill Mob

Travellers are often accused of
abusing animals but a group of them
called us in to collect Roman, who’d
been found roamin’ alone (oh,
dear!) and when it comes to names,
you can work this pair out for yourself
- Sweeney was rescued by Mrs
Barber and so was his brother Chris.

Presently, we’re caring for Jasper,
who has lost an eye following a road
accident that knocked him cold.
And Thunder, one of several cubs
we’ve had to wrestle off kindly but
wrong-headed folk who think foxes
make good pets. They only realise
they don’t when they get bitten
during over-enthusiastic play or find
the fox doesn’t understand what
a litter tray is and isn’t ready to go
to bed when they do, preferring to
trash the house as they sleep!
Ah well. Education is part of our job...

HOPPIN’ AIN’T STOPPIN’
Bren Hopping has raised not far short of £15000 for The Fox Project over
the past two years through her ongoing Facebook auctions and she
shows no sign of stopping.
The auctions, featuring loads of fox and other animal-related stuff
plus good quality new and nearly new donated items are immensely
popular and valuable to The Fox Project’s fundraising efforts.
If you go online, the auctions take place at:
www.facebook.com/groups/1565699587062490
so get your bids in before the hammer falls.

This Newsletter is Dedicated
to the Memory of David Butler
David Butler came to The Fox Project through his
mother, Claire, a member of our cub rehab team,
an experienced charity fundraiser and someone
who was instrumental in setting up our charity
shops, to which David brought his handyman skills.
After fitting out the shops at no cost beyond
materials, he joined our team of local wildlife
rescuers, working closely with the ambulance
crew whenever a casualty was reported in the
East Kent area and saving the lives of many sick,
injured and orphaned animals.

It’s always a great sadness to lose someone and
from where we stand it’s an even greater sadness
to lose someone who made a difference.

Frequently unwell over the past couple of years,
David has died from multiple organ failure at the
far-too-early age of 43.
He will be greatly missed and our thoughts are with
Claire, his family and many friends.

Ups & Downs
It must come as a shock to Boris
Johnson, tabloids like the Daily
Mail, the hunting fraternity and
‘pest controllers’ who profit from
frightening urban householders
to find their persistent claims of a
rapidly increasing fox population
that threatens to destroy British
civilisation as we know it have been
scientifically proven to be nonsense.
A 23 year survey by the British Trust for
Ornithology has been endorsed by
leading conservationists such as our
own Patron, Chris Packham, and by
leading scientists like Dr Dawn Scott
of Sussex University and Professor
Stephen Harris, ex-Bristol University,
both of whom have studied the UK
fox population for many years.
It confirms what groups like ourselves
have felt since around the turn of
the century – albeit from a groundlevel sense rather than any scientific
perspective. Our own estimate
between 2002 and 2010 was that the
fox population had fallen by around
13%. A study undertaken under the

auspices of The Mammal Society
subsequently supported our belief and
suggested the figure, notably in the
south east, could be as high as 18%.
In fact, the BTO study suggests fox
numbers have fallen since 1995 by
around 41%!
This presents us with mixed feelings.
On the one hand it is gratifying
to see the spurious claims and
exaggerations of the anti-fox brigade
proved wrong. On the other, it is
never pleasing to see any of our
valuable wild species in decline.
The reasons for the decline? Some
theorise there has been increased
killing by gamekeepers and farmers
since the Hunting Act was passed in
2004. That doesn’t hold much water.
Firstly, because the decline began
before the Act but also because
hunts continue, arrogantly, openly
and illegally, to operate just as they
always have in the knowledge they
are seldom policed – odd, really,
because hunt opponents were
ALWAYS policed!

More likely, the population is down
– as it is with so many other species
– because of intensive farming and
over-use of agricultural chemicals.
Some farmers don’t much like us
on their case. They like to portray
themselves - in their words - as
‘custodians of the countryside’.
Some certainly are. We know them.
Some of the happy band of folk
who help us rehab fox cubs back to
the wild are farmers. But there is too
much emphasis today on short term
profit over long term sustainability, so
much so that bees and earthworms
are collateral damage and natural
pollination and beneficial creatures
at the bottom of the wildlife food
chain are going to the wall.
In part, this theory is supported by the
fact urban foxes, their environment
less affected by pesticides, are not
as seriously affected as rural foxes.
Who would ever have thought bricks
and concrete could become the
saviour of species like fox, badger,
owl, bat, hedgehog or hawk?

HOW YOU CAN SUPPORT THE FOX PROJECT

Standing Order Authority
Name of your Bank:_______________________________________ Branch Title:______________________________________________
Address of your Bank: ______________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Your Account No: _____________________________________________________ Sort Code: _________________________________
“Please pay the sum of £__________ from the above account on the ____________ day of each month/year commencing ________________ to Natwest PLC, 130 High Street, Tonbridge, Kent TN9 1DE for the credit of:
Southern Wildlife Ambulance Network/The Fox Project, Account No: 81996950 Sort Code: 60-21-28”
Signed: ________________________________________________________________ Dated: ____________________________________

Gift Aid Declaration
I wish to Gift Aid any donation shown here and any donations I make in the future or have made in the past 12 months
to Southern Wildlife Ambulance Network / The Fox Project (charity no: 1044928)”

Title: ______ Name: ____________________________________ Signed: _________________ Dated: ________________

If you prefer, you can make a secure donation online through our website www.foxproject.org.uk
by clicking the “Donate Now” button. By using this option we never see your credit / debit card
details and your transaction is safe.

Title: ______ Name: ________________________________________________________________________________________
Address:____________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________ Post Code: ___________________________________________
Telephone number:___________________________________ Email: _______________________________________________
Please send all future communications by email

I enclose a cheque to value £ ____________ or my Credit/Debit card details are as follows
No:
Security No:

Please fill in the above form
and return by post to:

Expiry Date:

/

(last three digits on reverse of card)

The Fox Project, The Lodge, Kings Toll Road, Pembury, Kent TN2 4BE
01892 824111 • fox@foxproject.org.uk • www.foxproject.org.uk

Privacy Statement
Further to recent changes to Data Protection laws, we would like to make it clear that we do not share your data with any other
company or charity.
Neither do we store credit and debit card details. These are destroyed immediately following any transaction and are never shared
– even within the organisation – by email or other form of written communication. In this and other regards we are obliged to comply
with annual security assessments stipulated by Worldpay.
Our full Privacy Statement may be viewed on our website or mailed to you on request.

